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mostly as obscure as they were untrustworthy."1 The
first phase of the War ended with the signing of the
Treaty of Breslau in 1742, by which Carteret, the able and
energetic English Secretary of State, detached Prussia and
Saxony from the alliance against Austria. He further
endeavoured to effect a Peace between Bavaria and the
Empress, and thus to isolate France and Spain: unfor-
tunately Maria's ambitions formed an insuperable obstacle
to his plans, with the result that the War shortly took a
new and more formidable turn. In 1744 Carteret fell from
power.
France, alarmed at the Treaty of Worms (1743), which
had attached Sardinia to the side of Austria and England, War.
and having concluded the Second Family Compact with
Spain in the same year, entered as a principal into the struggle.
The Compact had guaranteed the Spanish position In Italy,
and France promised to assist Spain in the recapture of
Minorca and Gibraltar and in the abolition of the Assiento
privileges granted to England. France declared war on
Austria and England (1744), planned an invasion of Britain
and entered upon a highly successful campaign in the
Austrian Netherlands. Prussia reopened hostilities against
Austria in defence of her newly acquired province of Silesia.
By 1745, however, events were again moving languidly
towards peace: England had been forced to recall her troops
from Europe owing to the rebellion of the Young Pretender;
Prussia had made her peace with Austria; Maria's husband,
Francis, was elected Emperor, and Ferdinand VI, having
succeeded to the throne of Spain (1746), withdrew all Spanish
troops from Italy. In 1748 the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle
ended the War. Prussia was left in possession of Silesia,
but all other conquests were restored: Don Philip was
established in Parma and Piacenza; the Protestant Succes-
sion in England was guaranteed and the Assiento confiirmed.
Of the right of search which had loomed so largely at the
beginning of hostilities between England and Spain no
mention was made. The Assiento was renewed for four
years, and two years later all claims under the Assiento
1 Lodge, Studies in Eighteenth-Century Diplomacy, 1740-48, p. i.

